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- a linguistic-based approach (without dictionary look-up) of 
Czech automatic morphological analysis proved the calculability
of Czech morphology.

- experience of teaching Czech historical grammar, first 
extended to others West Slavic languages, then to South-West 
Slavic Languages (Slovenian and Croatian).

- automatic derivation from old Slav(on)ic roots into Slavic
lexemes (Russian; Polish, lower Sorbian, upper Sorbian, Czech
and Slovak; Slovenian and Croatian) [French-Czech contract
Barrande]

Former Experience
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Partition of Slavic Languages

South Slavic



Partition of Slavic Languages (Starostin)



Some examples

Automatic Generation 
of Slavic Lexemes

some examples
Metathesis

Nasal Vocalization
Jer Vocalization



Diachronic Phonology of Czech
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Automatic Generation of Slavic Lexemes from the Root « GoLVa »



Nasal Vocalization
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Nasal Vocalization



Jers and Havlík’s Law
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Linguistic System of the Slavic Languages

We understand the linguistic system as a bi-dimensional world:
the first axis is temporal (comparative diachronic studies).
the second axis is spatial (comparative synchronic studies).

The linguistic system is the sum of all diachronic and synchronic features of 
a given group or family of languages.

A good knowledge of the linguistic system should help:
the conception of NLP systems, especially for related languages
the writing of grammars
and mainly the teaching / learning of both mother tongue and foreign

languages.

The description of the linguistic system can be divided into:
- nominal system
- verbal system



Nominal System of the Slavic Languages

- External Inflectional Languages
- demonstratives: 3 « distances »:

czechcroatian

onen, ona,onoonaj, ona, onodistant (by him)

ten, ta, totaj, ta, tofurther (by you)

(tento, tato, toto ?)ovaj, ova, ovonear (by me)

- 3 genders: masculine, feminine and neuter.
- 3 masculine sub-genders: human, animal and inanimate.
- 3 numbers : singular, dual and plural.
- 7 cases : nominative, genitive, dative, accusative, vocative, locative 
and instrumental.
- noun inflection :

- vocalic ending, consonantic ending or consonantic augment
- hard / soft opposition



tchèques



slovaques



slovènes



Long Forms

Short Forms

Hard

Soft

South Slavic Languages

North Slavic Languages

ADJ

Morphological System of the Slavic Adjectives



Adjectives in Slovene



Adjectives in Slovene



Adjectives in Slovene



Verbal System of the Slavic Languages



Sorbian (lower and upper): a model of personal tenses



Sorbian (lower and upper): a model of personal tenses



Sorbian (lower and upper): a model of personal tenses



Czech: THE model for non personal tenses



Czech: THE model for non personal tenses



Czech: THE model for non personal tenses
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Czech: THE model for non personal tenses



Czech: THE model for non personal tenses



Czech: THE model for non personal tenses
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